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Round No Program Total Seats Letter No Date Of
Permission

Remarks All lndia
Fees

All lndia
Seat

State Quota
Fees

State Quota
Seat

MBBS 230 No.U-
12022t101t20
23lUGMEB,N
MClUGU2023
-2410000241

04-05-2023 1.Lt.No,U-
12022110',1120
23lUGMEB/Dt

.09-05-23-
Rec. of 1 50

MBBS Seats
2.LOP F

No.NMC/UGl/
2023-

24lOOOO24l02
4631 Dt.04-

05-23-
lncrease of 50
MBBS Seats

3.GOt
Lt.No.U-
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9-ME.l

IFTS.8013875
I Dt.21-06-19-

MBBS 30
EWS

Seats,Remain
ing 7 seats for

CPO

50,000 34 50,000 '189

1. Please indicate Total number of Approved Seats (Recognized+ Permitted) available al the institute in Column No. 5. Govt. of lndia/ MCI/NMC letter

number and date by which the college was permitted to start UG course/ the course was recognized to be indicated in column numbers 2 & 3

respectively. The UG Approved Seats include Recognized and Permitted seats. ln case dates of LOP are different, the same can be indicated in

'Remarks Column'.

2. ln case there is discrepancy in nomenclature of branch name, the college authority may indicate the name of branch by which the course is available in

remark column.

3. ln case the UG course is run by college since many years and Govt. of lndia/ MCI/NMC permission/ recognition letter number and date is nol available,

the college authority, after confirmation from MCI / NMC website may mention 'as per MCI / NMC website' in column number 2 and mention date of

filling up online information in column number 3. ln remark column college authority may mention that LOP / Recognition letter is not available,

however course is recognized as per MCI / NMC website

4. Since, the MCC is not aware of the number of Recognized/ Permitted seats for each college and allotment is made purely on the basis of merit, it is on

q I the discretion of College/ lnstitute to provide Recognized/ Permitted Seats to the Allotted candidate as per their policy /rules and regulations. However,
v 

as a general rule, the candidate with higher meriV NEET rank may be preferred for recognized seat followed by next candidate for permitted seat.

5. Colleges/ lnstitutes where there have been increase of seats by NMC can contribute the additional seats/ increase in seats for Round-2 on the portal. lt

may be noted that colleges should not contribute the seats remaining vacanV resigned after Round-1or those which have already been contributed in

Round-1 , as such seats are in system and will be included in seat matrix for Round-2 automatically by the software. Contributing such vacant seats of

Round-1 will lead to duplication of seats in the matrix.

Undertaking:
$r \\/')r tftd'I ta* 

-in 
this Medicar corege confirm that the above tnformation and Number of Seats are as per the Permissionlw

g,rr,"d by MCU NMC and the information regarding Fee/ Bond/ Stipend etc. is correct to the best of my knowledge and as per MCI / NMC norms. I hereby

give consent that the above mentioned seats may be allotted by MCC of DGHS as per merit. MCC will not be liable for any allotment based on wrong

information provided by the college.
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